EUROPEAN BORDER

WATCH ORGANISATION

Registration Center
The EUROPEAN BORDER WATCH ORGANISATION (EUBW) was founded to involve European citizens in the fight for the
security of the European Borders. We are a non-profit
and non-commercial organisation for information and
intelligence on border watching. Our primary goal is
to insure the permanent surveillance of the most crucial parts of the international borders. The repelling
of illegal immigrants is an important and difficult
task, which requires your help! Human tragedies like
deaths by thirst in the deserts between Mexico and the
U.S. or the drowning of immigrants in the Mediterranean sea who are trying to enter Europe can be prevented.
be active - save your border
With the help of webcam-surveillance we are going to
implement a border watch based on civil participation.
A one-month test by our partner organisation, the
Texas Border Watch, conducted at the Mexican-American border, was a great success and demonstrated
the high level of interest of American citizens. During
the test phase “more than 200,000 viewers subscribed
to the site and more than 25 million hits and 13,000
emails were recorded” (texasborderwatch.com).
Here in Europe, the Galileo satellite system, in cooperation with Google-Earth, can make possible a permanent surveillance of borders via sat-webcams. The
European Border Watch will ensure webcam access
and coordinate observation. The European Agency for
the Management of Operational Cooperation at the
External Borders of the Member States of the
European Union (FRONTEX) acts as the executive authority.
Be a web patrol - save your country
European Border Watch Organisation
Paris - Berlin - Warsaw - London

www.europeanborderwatch.org

Illegal immigration is one of the most pressing issues in
national and international politics. Because of the increasing economic imbalance between the EU and its
neighbouring states in the East and the South, more
and more people try to illegally cross the EU border.
The Treaty of Amsterdam on the European Union (EU)
which came into force on May 1 st, 1999 states that the
EU:
must be maintained and developed as an area
of freedom, security and justice and as an
area in which the free movement of persons
is assured
in conjunction with appropriate measures
with respect to external border controls,
asylum, immigration and the prevention and
combating of crime

•

•

But in reality, this is not the case. According to Europol there is an annual increase of 500.000 illegal immigrants in the EU, with corresponding increases in
crime rates and of smuggling networks, including
islamist terrorists and drug dealers.
The
EUROPEAN BORDER WATCH ORGANISATION (EUBW) was
founded to support the initiatives of those European
citizens to whom European security is important.
The goal of the EUBW is not only to prevent illegal immigration, but also to prevent human tragedies like
the drowning of immigrants in the Mediterranean sea,
not to mention the shameless exploitation of those
that do manage to enter.
We need your help to prevent fates like these! Help us
to make the EU border safe for everyone!
With your help we want to achieve:
•
•
•
•

security for the EU border
prevention of human tragedies
elimination of smuggling networks and
immigration of criminals
more transparency in safety policies

We support legal immigration to Europe. But the
states of the EU need a general immigration law for
regulating the immigration process, as is practiced in
Canada, with a screening for qualified applicants. This
will take a long time. Until then we need to act !

The EUROPEAN BORDER WATCH offers all EU-citizens the
opportunity to take part in the surveillance of the
European Border. Our primary goal is the permanent
surveillance of this border. However, this will not
be possible without civilian participation.
"There can be no homeland security without border
security."
(Rick Perry, Texas Gouvernor)
The U.S. Border Watch is currently developing the
Virtual Border Watch Program, which will allow all
internet-users to view pictures of the surveillance-cameras at the U.S.-border.

Due to the long border in the east and the problematic
sea borders, Europe needs techniques of surveillance
based on satellite data. The Galileo system is currently being modified with the aim to make it interface with
Google-Earth for the assurance of permanent border
surveillance via Internet-cameras (with our new software WEP 2.0).
Once this is done, you will have the opportunity to contribute to this important job right from your home.
All you need is a computer with access to the internet
(DSL / 2 MBit min.). After your registration, you will be
able to choose your favourite part of the border for
your surveillance.
Interferences will be reported to EUBW, who will inform the group in charge of the relevant zone of the
EU partner organisation FRONTEX.
Register now on our website or with our
registration form next page!
Be a web patrol - now !
George Kline - Executive Manager EUBW
EUBW Registration Center Berlin
Puschkinallee 58, 12435 Berlin

www.europeanborderwatch.org

WEB-PATROL REGISTRATION
Yes, I want to join the European Border Watch and help
to keep Europe safe



email- Address:
Last Name:

First Name:

Sreet:
Zip-Code:

City:

Country:
Number of ID:
I prefer the surveillance of:
EU







Atlantic (Africa/Mauritania || Canary Islands)
North Africa (Africa/Morocco || Ceuta/Melilla/Spain)
Mediterranean Sea (Africa/Libya || Italy)
SouthEastern Border (Syria/Iraq || Turkey)
Eastern Border A (Rumania /Hungary/Slovakia || Ukraine)
Eastern Border B (Poland || Belarus/Ukraine)

Global surveillance (partner organisations)
USA || Mexico (US Border Watch Patrol)
North- || South Korea (Border Watch Robots)
Palestine || Israel (Wall Watching)
Australia || Indonesia (Boat People Patrol)





Yes No

 

I have yet been a tourist in a developing country.

 

I have already mingled with immigration people.

 

I have practical knowledge of surveillance.

Date:

Sign:

After the registration you will receive a Code of Registration. With that code you will be able to log in on our website
and to start the Border Watching Program.
Your privacy is important to us. EUBW does not rent or sell
your personal information to third parties without your
consent.
European Border Watch Organisation
Regionalzentrum Osnabrück, Bierstr. 33, 49074 Osnabrück

www.europeanborderwatch.org

